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“You can’t talk your way out of a 
problem that you engineered 
yourself into.”



Technical Social Sociotechnical





Molybdenum



“Experiment in Ecology”



Colorado success translated to 
Minnesota expansion



Early, proactive, open planning

• Sierra Club & Izaak Walton League 
originally halted digging the first shaft

• Later endorsed the testing and commended 
AMAX for “good faith, complete openness 
and cooperation and for the water quality 
monitoring already done.”









“If we want agencies and the public to hear about and understand the 
benefits of our projects, we must be willing to seriously listen to them and 
to involve them in the planning and programs which are designed to 
address their objectives and concerns.”

– Art Biddle, AMAX engineer/lawyer and External Affairs Project Manager 







Integrate “CSR” concepts into company DNA

Public relations, public affairs and environmental affairs 

are key management functions and involve every 

member of management on every level… A company’s 

reputation determines its community acceptance and 

positively or negatively affects its ability to do business. 

Social responsibility – the concept that business must 

comply with the ground rules society sets and be a 

constructive force in society – is a fact of life. Our 

reputation rests on how we fulfill our social obligations.



Successful strategies for achieving permits

• Proactive, early and strategic 
engagement of stakeholders in 
open planning process 

• Listening rather than sharing 
information

• Integration of “CSR” concepts 
into the DNA of the company 
throughout its top management 
and its onsite operations 
personnel and activities.



Wind Energy



Public perception varies, even in the US

• Rural Minnesotans who had a “productive” view of nature were supportive of 
large-scale wind energy as a way to forestall increased fossil fuel development in 
North Dakota

• Michigan residents preferred small-scale development as way to protect their 
ability to “get away” from cities

• Massachusetts residents valued places they considered undisturbed by humans and 
were opposed to “top down” development

• Wyoming residents who viewed nature as productive rather than as wilderness 
were supportive of wind energy 

Phadke, R. (2013). Public Deliberation and the Geographies of Wind Justice. Science as Culture, 22(2), 247–

255. https://doi.org/10.1080/09505431.2013.786997

https://doi.org/10.1080/09505431.2013.786997


Landscape symposium
Goal: Create a list of agreed upon 
recommendations for planning officials, regarding 
acceptable sites, designs and mitigation techniques 
for wind energy development at the county or 
regional scale.







Consult

Consider

Modify

Proceed

Decide

Announce

Defend

Bell, D., Gray, T. and Haggett, C. (2005) The social gap in wind farm siting decisions, Environmental Politics, 14(4), 

pp. 460–477.

“Educate” the public Learn from the public



“Building strong relationships begins with being transparent about what benefits to 
the community can be expected and by of course listening closely to what our 
communities are telling us. What are their values? What are their priorities? What's 
their vision for the future? What are their expectations for participation in the 
development?

…I think it's time that we start to think about issues like this around CSR issues as an 
investment just like confirmatory drilling or early test work in labs. Early spending on 
sustainability issues is just good long-term business… Especially as engineers, we 
have to talk less, listen more, listen to our communities.”

--CEO of a transnational uranium mining company
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